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Mid Valley Industries, LLC 

Welder/Fabricator 
 

Summary 

The Welder/Fabricator maintains company and/or customer defined Quality Practices, efficiently 

performs JOB set-ups on Assigned Equipment, properly selects tooling or fixtures for maximum 

efficiency, follows Shop Floor Routings or work instructions, and completes JOBS in the “Planned 

Time.”  This position is also responsible for following company SAFETY POLICIES and cross training 

and knowledge sharing throughout the Organization. 

 

The following description of the “Requirements” and “Primary Responsibilities” for the 

Welder/Fabricator position is an accurate, but general, description of the job duties of MVI’s 

Welder/Fabricator and by no means all-inclusive of duties that could be assigned.     

 

Primary Responsibilities 

1. Joins, fabricates, and/or repairs metal and other weldable material by applying appropriate 

welding techniques such as MIG, TIG, Stick Arc, Oxy-Acetylene, etc.  

2. Inspects parts upon completion before submitting to the next operation. 

3. Relies on work instructions and pre-established guidelines such as JOB routings to perform 

functions of the job. 

4. Relies on past experience and judgment to plan and accomplish goals. 

5. A certain degree of creativity and latitude is required. 

6. Assist MVI in achieving its quality policy and quality objectives through compliance with 

customer and quality management system requirements. 

7. Responsible for achieving a quality level of 0 non-conformance occurrences per year. 

 

Competencies 

 Requires a high school diploma or its equivalent. 

 Prefer a 1-2 year Technical Degree in Welding or Metal Fabrication. 

 May require 2-5 years of experience in the field or in a directly related area.  

 Proficient Blueprint Reading and employees should have “MASTERED” Basic Math Skills. 

 Reading Levels MUST exceed the 12th Grade.  

 May have to complete an apprenticeship and/or formal training in area of specialty with 0-2 

years of experience in the field.  

 Relies on instructions and pre-established guidelines such as routings to perform the functions of 

the job. Also relies on experience and judgment to plan and accomplish goals. 

 Must be capable of performing a variety of complicated tasks. 


